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Abstract
The innite mass eective theory, when a heavy quark mass tends to innity, and
Chiral perturbation theory at the quark level, based on the extended Nambu { Jona {
Lasinio model with linear realization of chiral U(3)  U(3) symmetry, are applied to the














decays. These corrections turn out to be quite signicant, of the order
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1 Introduction















decays. For the description of D-mesons
we applied the innite mass eective theory (IMET) [3,4], when the c-quark mass M
c
tends to innity, i.e. M
c
! 1 . In IMET the long { distance physics we describe within
Chiral perturbation theory at the quark level (CHPT)
q
[5], based on the extended Nambu
{ Jona { Lasinio (ENJL) model with linear realization of chiral U(3)  U(3) symmetry
[6].
In this paper we apply IMET and (CHPT)
q
to the calculation of the ne structure














decays at the rst order in
current s { quark mass expansion. Within IMET and (CHPT)
q
the rst order current {
quark { mass corrections to the mass spectra of charmed pseudoscalar and vector mesons
and charmed pseudoscalar { meson leptonic constants have been calculated in [7]. The




decay can be determined as follows































is Fermi weak constant, jV
c s
j = 0:975
is the CKM { mixing matrix element, s(0) and c(0) are the s { and c { current quark














We shall seek the hadronic matrix element
M





) c (0)jD (p) > (2)
in the form of an expansion in powers of the current s { quark mass upto rst order terms
M

(D ! h) = M
(0)

(D ! h) + M
(1)

; (D ! h): (3)
























) c (0))jD (p) >
ch:l:
: (5)
The matrix element M
(0)

(D ! h) describes the D ! h transition calculated in the
chiral limit (ch.l.) while M
(1)

(D ! h) is the rst order correction in the current s {
quark mass expansion. The matrix elements M
(0)








been calculated in [1,2]. In this paper we shall calculate M
(1)

(D ! h) .






































obtained in leading order in the large N and M
c





respectively. The coupling constant g
D






















= 4 = 2:66 GeV and  is the cut { o in 3 { dimensional Euclidean
momentum space.  is connected to the scale of spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry
(SBCS) 





2 = 0:66 GeV at 

= 0:94 GeV [5].
The r.h.s. of (6) involves only the light { quark elds. Therefore for the evalua-
tion of (6) we can apply (CHPT)
q
[5,7]. Since the leading order of the r.h.s. of (6) in
current { quark { mass expansion is xed by the factor m
0 s
, so the matrix element
< h (Q)jT (: : :) j0 > has to be calculated in the chiral limit (ch.l.).




(D ! h) in terms of constituent { quark { loop diagrams [7]. The































































The appearance of the factor v=4m is due to the contribution of the diagram with the
light scalar 
s
{ meson exchange [8]. Here v =   < 0jq qj0 > =F
2
0
= 1:92 GeV ,F
0
=
0:092 GeV and m = 0:33 GeV are the PCAC constant of light pseudoscalar mesons and
the constituent quark mass calculated in the chiral limit [5]. The coupling constants g
h












































(Q) depending on whether h =






Now we can proceed to the calculation of the current s { quark mass corrections to the
form factors.







For the D !



























































































  i 0 ] [m
2
  (k + Q)
2
  i 0 ]
1
k  v + i 0
+
+ : : : :
(9)
Following [9,10] we have kept only divergent contributions. The dots denote the contri-














  i 0 ] [m
2
  (k + Q)
2
  i 0 ]
1





































is the energy of the massless K { meson in the rest
frame of the D { meson. The appearance of the q
2


































































































































. It should be stressed that the formulae (12)





































































=   0:02 :
(13)
In the chiral limit the quantity f
+















= 0:6 : (14)




= 1:86 GeV accepted in












(0) = 0:69 (15)




= 0:7  0:1 [11]. Our
result f
+
(0) = 0:69 agrees well with the theoretical prediction by Dominguez and Paver
[12] obtained within the QCD sum rule approach. We nd the current s-quark mass
correction to be about 15%.
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) we have to












































k  v + i 0
i
: (17)
By keeping only divergent contributions [9,10] and using the integrals given in the Ap-
pendix of [1], we get
M
 






























































The appearance of the q
2



















{ meson mass in the r.h.s. of (17) is in accordance with the prescription
of (CHPT)
q
which incorporates the Vector Dominance approach [5,13], admitting the
smooth dependence of low { energy hadronic matrix elements on the masses of low {lying
vector mesons ( ; ! ; ' ; K

) [1,13,14].













































































































































































































































































(0) =   0:42   0:03 =   0:45 (GeV )
  1
;








One sees that the rst order current s-quark mass mass corrections are between 7 and




) ( i = 1 ; 2 ; 3) and b (q
2





) ( i = 1 ; 2 ; 3) and V (q
2



















































































{ meson [11]. The theoretical values





















These numerical results obtained by taking into account the rst order current s { quark
mass corrections conrm the results found in [1]. It is because in [1] we expressed the









(0) . There for the numerical estimate we used the value f
+
(0) = 0:7 ,
which we obtained in present paper only at the rst order in current s { quark mass
5
expansion (15). Recall that in the chiral limit we have f
+
(0) = 0:6 . This overlap of
results underscores the self { consistency of the current s { quark mass corrections to the











We have applied IMET and (CHPT)
q
for the computation of the current s { quark mass















. We have obtained non { zero contributions
for the rst order corrections in current s { quark mass expansion to the form factors






decays. This result contradicts the Ademollo { Gato theorem for
the form factors of the semileptonic decays of K { mesons [16]. Within (CHPT)
q
the
Ademollo { Gato theorem has been analyzed in [17]. The observed contradiction can be
explained as an eect of IMET. Indeed IMET is based on the innite limit M
c
! 1
which violates chiral SU(4)  SU(4) symmetry, a necessary condition for the validity of






decays. The current s { quark








decays are consistent with







Note that we have kept to the rst order corrections in current s { quark mass expan-
sion calculated at the tree { meson level. Of course, the one { meson { loop corrections
can be taken into account too. The consistent procedure for meson { loop chiral correc-
tions within (CHPT)
q
has been developed in Ref.[5]). This procedure can also be applied
to charmed meson physics.
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